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Introduction to 5G
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2G
1991

Evolution of Mobile Technologies
The evolution across generations of mobile technologies has been significant and is facing 
another moment of disruption with the emergence of 5G

1G
1979

• Introduced analog voice;

• Established the foundation of 

mobile by introducing 

seamless mobile 

connectivity through mobile 

voice services.

• Introduced in late 1980s;

• Reached ~30k users.

• Introduced digital voice and 

simple data;

• Delivered mobile to the 

masses by increasing voice 

capacity;

• Evolved significantly with the 

launch of CDMA technology, 

laying the foundation for 3G.

• Introduced in 1991 with the 

launch of Telecel;

• Reached ~5m users.

• Mobile broadband as the 

main feature;

• Combined voice with a 

dedicated channel for data, 

allowing users to use apps, 

browsers and navigation;

• This technology is still widely 

used today (~30% of 

European connections, 2019).

• Launched in 2004;

• TMN was the 3rd European 

operator to offer video calls.

• Faster, better: enables more 

and real-time connections 

and richer content;

• Enhanced security and QoS

and spectrum efficiency;

• First global standard for 

mobile broadband;

• Continues to evolve and is the 

most widely used mobile 

technology in Europe 

(~60% connections in 2019).

• Launched in 2012;

• MEO made one of the 1st

demonstrations of 4.5G in 

the world in 2016.

5G is the 5th

generation of 
mobile networks 

building upon the 
advancements of 

4G’s LTE 
technology, and is 
expected to enable 

a range of new 
use cases, 

satisfying the 
growing demands 

of an increasingly 
digitalized world.

3G
2001

4G
2009

5G
2019

Source: Qualcomm (2014) | SAPO (2012, 2019) | Altice (2019) | Vodafone (2019) | NOS (2019) | GSMA (2018, 2019)
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Introduction to 5G
5G will unlock a new range of applications by providing improved broadband, lower latency and 
enabling higher device density

The 5th Generation Mobile Network (5G) is the new generation of mobile networks and will enable a range of new applications by providing improved latency, throughput 

and availability. 5G is expected to gain, at earlier stages, significant importance in emerging micro markets with special connectivity needs within highly digitalized 

industries, due to its services and features.

5G Services

mMTC applications are characterized by large 

numbers of connected devices. 5G will drive 

significantly lower costs, enabling the scale of 

use cases driven by IoT.

uRLLC are services that require high reliability, 

ultra-low latency connectivity with strong 

security and availability. This will allow wireless 

technology to provide an ultra-reliable 

connection to support applications without 

failing.

5G Key Features1

Enhanced mobility

Enhanced network 

coverage and 

roaming between 

cells/access points.

Latency 

Reduced network 

connection delay 

(round-trip) 

between devices.

Quality of Service

Guaranteed 

reliability, 

performance and 

efficient allocation 

of resources.

Speed

Improved available 

network bandwidth 

(maximum downlink 

data rate speeds). 

Density

Increased maximum 

number of managed 

devices per 

node/access point.

Slicing

Ability to 

personalize the 

network according 

to user’s 

requirements.

Massive Machine Type 

Communications (mMTC)

Ultra Reliable Low Latency 

Communications (uRLLC)

eMMB will drive adoption in the 5G economy, by 

extending cellular coverage to a broader 

range of structures and by improving capacity

to handle a greater number of devices using 

high volumes of data.

Enhanced Mobile Broadband 

(eMBB)

Note: 1Additional detail and a comparison of features of 5G with features of other technologies can be found in slide 48
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Road to 5G
5G deployment is expected to start slowly as a natural upgrade of LTE cell sites by means of a 
gradual investment strategy, until 5G convergence is reached

2G cells 3G cells Evolutionary levels 5G cells (LTE A Pro & 5G ‘Evolution’) Revolutionary level 5G cells (‘Full’ 5G)4G cells

• 4G is mature and dominates 

the European market (accounts 

for ~60% of mobile connections);

• 3G is in phase-out and 2G has 

a minor presence;

• Telecom Operators are already 

conducting 5G pilots & trials.

Today 5G maturity 5G convergence5G launch
2019
2020

2022 2025

• Different forms of 5G are 

launched for strategic B2B 

micro markets and selected 

dense urban locations;

• There is high complementarity 

between 5G deployments and 

existing 4G & Wi-Fi.

• 5G new radio deployment

intensifies due to market 

demands and new revenue 

models for 5G technology 

features;

• 4G remains dominant but in 

decline;

• 2G and 3G are almost 

inexistent.

• All mobile technologies converge 

towards 5G;

• Urban areas undergo full 

virtualization of fiber-intensive 

networks;

• Lighter versions of 5G or 4G 

LTE Advanced Pro are deployed 

in rural areas.

Note: Additional detail on the adoption of mobile technologies can be found in slide 49 | Detail on the technological evolution of 5G can be found in slide 50 Source: GSMA (2018) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)

Key:
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Road to 5G in Portugal
Portuguese 5G spectrum auctions are expected to meet the proposed EU timeline by finalizing in 
August 2020, yet Portugal is lagging behind when compared to other EU countries

Portugal

France

Germany

Italy

Spain

United Kingdom

5G final spectrum 

consultation
700 MHz auction1

3.4-3.6 GHz 

auction1

3.6-3.8 GHz 

auction1
>24 GHz auction1

Q3 2020 Q3 2020 Not defined Not defined

Q1 2020 Q1 2020 Not defined

Not defined Not defined

Not defined

Q1 2020 Not defined

Q2 2020 Not definedQ2 2020

In Europe, more than 50% of the countries have already auctioned 5G spectrum in at least one of the bands. In Portugal, 5G spectrum auctions are expected to 

be concluded in August 2020 for frequencies such as 700 MHz and 3.6 GHz, without a defined date defined so far for the 3.6-3.8 GHz and >24 GHz bands.

Some Operators in countries such as Germany, UK, Switzerland, Ireland and Romania have already launched 5G, which implies that, contrary to what happened with 3G 

and 4G, Portugal is not being an early mover in the launch of 5G.

Analysis of December 2019

2018

2018

2018

2017

2018

2018

2015

2015 2019

2018 2018 2018

2016 2018

2018

Key:    Already conducted

Source: Ofcom (2018) | 5G Observatory (2019) | ANACOM (2019)Note: 1Additional detail on 5G spectrum bands can be found in slide 51
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Economic and Social 
Impact of 5G on 
Portugal
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5G Economic Value | Short-Term Impact 
From 2020 to 2023 the investment of Portuguese Telecom players in 5G CAPEX is expected to 
support €1.18bn in economic activity and 19.5k jobs

2020 203520332021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2034

1.18bn of supported 

economic activity from 

CAPEX investments
(5G access and core 

equipment, sites and fiber 

densification, IT applications 

evolution)

19.5k jobs supported 

across economic sectors

5G will require investments in the Portuguese mobile networks and infrastructure, which will impact several industries, 

supporting economic activity and jobs.

To compute this impact in the short-term, an economic model was applied1, with a 2020-2023 timeframe to consider the 

period after which the Portuguese spectrum auctions2 take place and a short-term cycle.

This model’s input is 5G CAPEX, computed using 5G CAPEX/Mobile Revenues ratio, based on assumptions such as the 

below:

Methodology to compute the short-term impact

1

2

3

Telcos’ revenues were assumed stable in the short-term, after a period of declining revenues in Portugal;

CAPEX/Revenues was assumed to remain flat, due to 2 factors: 1) pressure on revenues and 2) Operator’s CAPEX 

guidance in Europe3, with a shift in capital allocation from fiber to investment in small cells and virtualization4;

A proportion of 5G CAPEX goes directly to foreign companies via imports, and therefore is not considered to compute 

the short-term economic impact.

5G CAPEX is expected to be spread across 4 main industry activities:

Telecommunications 

for which 5G is a part 

of the core business.

Specialized 

construction due to 

the construction of 

small cells.

IT products and 

optical equipment 

due to virtualization 

and demand for fiber5
.

Civil engineering 

works to support 

infrastructure design 

for construction.

Note: 1Methodology is detailed in slide 52 | 2Spectrum costs not included | 4Non exhaustive list | 5Fiber to the antenna (connection of 5G antennas to the fiber backhaul) Source: 3S&P Global Ratings (2018) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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5G Economic Value | Long-Term Impact
The deployed 5G infrastructure is expected to enable €17bn in sales by 2035, when the 5G 
economic cycle is expected to reach maturity

eMMB3 uRLLC3mMTC3

36% 42% 22%Total

Industry economic 
output as % of 
Portugal’s total 

output (Economic 
Structure, 2017)

Information & 
Communication 3.2%

Manufacturing 23%

Wholesale 19.8%

Retail 15.2%

Utilities 5.4%

Others 28.2%

2020 203520332021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2034

The most relevant use cases per 5G service (eMBB, mMTC, uRLLC) were 

selected across industries, and its impact was quantified based on the 

inputs of technology and industry experts;

1

Both the impact of 5G and alternative technologies, mainly 4G, were 

considered, so the net impact of 5G could be isolated;
2

The output of Portuguese industries by 2035 (without the impact of 5G) was 

forecasted, based on current trends. Following this, the estimated impact of 

5G per industry was added to the industry output forecast by 2035.

3

The full potential of 5G can enable total sales to growth at 2.16% annually up to 

2035, vs a 2% annual growth scenario where 5G benefits are not materialized2
.

mMTC captures most of the 5G potential, outlining 5G role in augmenting IoT’s value.

Methodology to compute the long-term impact

5G will enable an increase in productivity and economic activity across 

industries, due to the use cases it will support. The long-term analysis estimates 

the 5G potential based on the impact that its most relevant use cases will have, 

following the methodology below1:

Notes: 1Methodology is detailed in slide 53 | 2Assumes an economic output growth with no economic shocks, with a 2% annual growth rate (2017-2035) | 3Values are rounded 

up

Key: Higher impact Medium impact Lower impact

17bn of 

enabled 

sales across 

sectors by 

2035Transportation 
& Storage 5.2%
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Adoption Roadmap for Use Cases
Use cases mainly associated with eMBB are to be deployed on a 1st stage while mMTC and uRLLC
will require a higher 5G maturity for adoption

Key: Main service associated with use case eMBB mMTC uRLLC Note: These use cases are non-exhaustive
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Short-term use cases Medium-term use cases Long-term use cases

AR-enabled 3D 

images to 

visualize 

products

Real-time 

viewing 

experience 

for events

Autonomous 

vehicles 

Remote control for driverless 

transport systems

Power load control 

for the smart grid

Predictive maintenance 

with high density 

sensors

Use of drones and 

robots for warehouse 

management

Real-time 3D 

gaming 

Mid-term adoption

In the mid-term, it is expected that the majority of use cases to be adopted are 

associated with the 5G mMTC service. These will depend on a high amount of 

connected devices, where high device density and network slicing capabilities 

have a critical role. Predictive maintenance of assets with high density sensors is 

an example.

Later stage adoption

Use cases such as autonomous vehicles are expected to be adopted later, requiring 

higher investments in 5G equipment and greater maturity of the technology. These 

use cases strictly require 5G due to, e.g., their criticality and need for extremely low 

latency, associated with the uRLLC service.

Early stage adoption

The roll-out of 5G use cases will span several stages due to the influence of factors 

such as the technological evolution, release of standards, industry investment, 

regulation and consumers and businesses’ willingness to adopt.

In an early stage, use cases that require lower investment due to lower demand for 

5G capabilities are expected to be adopted. These will be mainly associated with 5G 

eMBB service, requiring enhanced mobility and speed (e.g. as real-time viewing 

experience for events).

Use cases adoption roadmap
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5G Social Value
In the long-term, as 5G economic benefits materialize, several social benefits are expected to 
arise bringing improvements for the environment, safety, transportation and healthcare

Environmental benefits are 

expected to arise from 

optimizing the usage of energy 

and resources

The use of scarce resources is 

expected to be optimized as 5G 

scales up, by reducing waste and 

pollution, and thus costs. This is 

expected to happen mainly through 

improvements in the Utilities 

industry.

Moreover, 5G is expected to reduce 

traffic and congestion, and thus 

CO2 emissions, leading to 

environmental benefits.

Environment Public Safety

Public Safety is expected to 

benefit from an improved 

disaster response, crime 

detention and road safety

5G is expected to bring benefits to 

public safety through a better 

emergency response, an improved 

threat and crime detection and a 

decrease in the number of 

accidents.

This will be due to 5G’s capabilities 

to connect a high number of 

devices to respond in real-time 

(e.g. drones, driverless vehicles and 

sensors).

Transportation

5G is expected to reduce 

disruption on public transports 

and congestion on the road

5G is expected to be important to 

predict when maintenance of 

transports should be performed, 

leading to less disruptions, for 

which the Public sector will have 

a crucial role, as the main 

regulator of public transports.

Moreover, congestion is expected 

to be reduced due to a better traffic 

management, enabled by 

connected and autonomous cars.

Healthcare

Patients may benefit from 

better preventive health 

systems and less hospital visits

5G is expected to increase health 

literacy and prevent illnesses, by 

allowing practitioners to remotely 

assess patients’ information and 

patients to be more engaged.

Also, it is expected to reduce the 

need for patients to visit the 

hospital, by facilitating long-distant 

patient care, support and 

intervention, and even more 

advanced use cases such as remote 

surgery.

Source: Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Impact of 5G on 
Portuguese 
Industries
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Section Overview
In Portugal, the €17bn that 5G is expected to add to the economy by 2035 will be best captured 
by 6 industries, for which this technology will enable a variety of use cases

€17bn
Cumulative 5G-enabled output up to 2035

€4.1bn
Manufacturing

Captures the highest 

share of 5G-enabled 

output(24.1%), mainly 

due to its role to support 

5G deployment across 

industries (e.g. producing 

sensors) and its own use 

cases which will allow a 

more flexible 

production.

5G-enabled 
Mercedes ‘Factory 

56’

€1.9bn
Retail

Captures the 3rd-highest 

share of 5G-enabled 

output(11.2%), mainly 

due to its economic 

dimension and 5G 

benefits for enhanced 

shopping experience 

allowing opportunities 

for cross and up-sell.

€1.1bn
Transportation & 

Storage

Captures the 5th highest 

share of 5G-enabled 

output (6.5%), mainly 

due to the impact on 

business models and 

operations of Logistics 

companies with 

innovations such as real-

time tracking, 

automation and 

robotics.

€2.5bn
Wholesale

Captures the 2nd highest 

share of 5G-enabled 

output(14.7%), mainly 

due to its importance to 

the economy and 5G 

impact across 

warehouses and supply 

chain, similar to the 

Transportation & Storage 

industry.

Tracking of goods 
throughout the 

value-chain

€1bn
Utilities

Captures the 6th-highest 

share of 5G-enabled 

output (5.9%), mainly 

due to the enhancement 

of energy usage and 

customer experience, 

brought by features of 

mMTC combined with 

usage of IoT platforms 

and Data Analytics.

Smart grid

€1.9bn
Information & 

Communication

Captures the 3rd-highest 

share of 5G-enabled 

output(11.2%), mainly 

due to the crucial role of 

Telcos for 5G 

deployment and the 

industry’s own use cases, 

namely in the Media 

sector with the use of 

AR/VR.

5G-enabled Media
AR/VR enrichened 

shopping experience

Tracking of goods 
throughout the 

value-chain
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Manufacturing (1/4)
Manufacturing is expected to be the most impacted industry by 5G by 2035, mainly driven by its 
role in supporting 5G development for other industries

As 5G is adopted and scaled up, 

the demand for several devices is

expected to grow significantly: 

there will be a higher need for, 

e.g., sensors and drones to 

support a variety of automation 

and driverless use cases.

This is illustrated by the rise of 

IoT: in Western Europe alone, the 

number of IoT connections is 

expected to rise 33% annually

between 2017 and 20231.

€4.1bn
Enabled output in the 

industry due to 5G by 

2035

3.3% 
5G-enabled output as a 

% of total 

Manufacturing 

output by 2035

The Manufacturing industry is one of the most relevant for the country’s 

economy: in 2017 it was the second biggest contributor to 

Portuguese sales, only standing behind Wholesale and Retail Trade. By 

2035, it is expected to represent 22% of total sales, even before 

accounting for the impact of 5G.

Due to this relevance to the Portuguese economy, the absolute value of 

the Manufacturing output and the industry’s share of total 5G-

enabled output in Portugal (24%) is the highest comparing with all 

other industries.

Manufacturing is expected to capture the highest share of 
5G-enabled output by 2035…

…which is related with the need for new equipment across 
all industries and boost in productivity brought about by 5G

Expected to benefit 

from the need to mass-

produce devices to be 

connected to the 5G 

network

Expected to experience 

an uplift in 

productivity due to its 

own use cases, mainly 

increased flexibility 

in production lines

This industry is to experience cost 

savings and faster time-to-

market due to optimized 

production supported by, e.g., 

real-time control of processes 

and use of advanced robotic

equipment.

Manufacturers will be able to have 

a flexible production line, 

enabling them to respond to 

demand more efficiently.

Source: 1ETNO (2019)Note: Slide 54 compares 5G-enabled output for this industry for Portugal and other economies (based on other studies)
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Manufacturing (2/4)
5G will allow the deployment of use cases such as the one exemplified below, which makes use 
of several 5G capabilities

Use Case: 5G-enabled Mercedes ‘Factory 56’
Mercedes will take its production a level further by building a factory that will leverage 

digitalization to improve efficiency and flexibility. 5G will give a key contribution by 

providing the connectivity needed to enhance the factory’s multiple use cases.

Robots are used to support human work: e.g., shopping carts supply car parts for 

assembly through the use of intelligent picking systems.

The supply chain is digitized: a massive amount of goods from several suppliers are 

tracked and traced, from the time they leave suppliers’ premises until they are 

assembled in a work station.

Predictive maintenance is enabled by big data, which is collected and analyzed 

by intelligent software to determine which malfunctions will occur, and with what 

probability.

Cars in production can move from one place of the factory to another without 

need for a driver, and this can be remotely adjusted.

Employees have trainings with immersive realities, allowing to reduce training 

time, and VR is used for, e.g., ergonomic organization of workstations.

The factory counts with a Q-live system which digitalizes the issue resolution 
process, enabling a holistic view in which employees receive immediate notification 
of errors, triggering fast action and learning for future situations.

Tracking & tracing Driverless 
transport systems

Use of VR

Predictive 
maintenance

Use of automation
AI for quality 
management

Note: This use case is an illustrative example of a possible output of 5G
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Most Relevant 5G Service Enabling Support Technologies 

Manufacturing (3/4)
5G brings capabilities that enable the connection of massive amounts of devices to the network, 
which need to be complemented with key supporting technologies to potentiate results

Tracking & tracing
For a digitized supply chain

Predictive maintenance
Enabled by data & analytics

Driverless systems
To increase speed & efficiency

Use of VR
For training & enhanced potential

AI for quality management
To improve issue resolution

Use of automation
Robots supporting human work

Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC)

The major Manufacturing use cases are characterized 

by the advancements brought by mMTC, mainly the 

ability to connect a higher number of devices to the 

network. This demonstrates that mMTC is the most 

important 5G service for this industry: by 2035, 

mMTC is expected to contribute to 39% of the 5G-

enabled sales from Manufacturing in Portugal.

The most relevant 5G feature allied to the mMTC

service is higher device density, which enables the 

connection of up to 1 mn devices by km2. This will 

contribute to use cases with characteristics such as 

improved wide area coverage and energy 

efficiency.

The success of the use cases and the amplification of 

5G benefits is dependent of the continuous adoption 

and development of supporting software 

technologies, beyond core connectivity.

IoT Platforms and Data Analytics are the most 

relevant software technologies for the 

Manufacturing industry.

Source: Deloitte Analysis (2019)

IoT Platforms – IoT platforms are expected 

to play an increasingly important role in 

monitoring and managing the high amount 

of devices and assets connected to the 

network.

Data Analytics – Capabilities to ‘crunch’ 

massive amounts of data and act upon it 

have a growing importance as the number of 

devices that are connected to the network 

generating data increases.
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Manufacturing (4/4)
5G presents a strong potential for the Manufacturing sector due to factors such as the industry’s 
importance for the economy and players’ willingness to invest, despite several limitations

‘Down times affect the efficiency of the production process. For that, factors as reliable connectivity and low latency are critical for factories and forest 

areas, being 5G an opportunity.’ – Adriano Serrano, CIO at Navigator

…yet, the outlook suggests that the technology has a strong 
potential for this sector

There are some limitations to 5G deployment for the 
Portuguese Manufacturing industry…

Limited ability to scale

70%1 of Manufacturing firms are ‘microcompanies’, which limits their 

adoption of new technologies due to lack of scale, hampering productivity 

gains (‘microcompanies’ are ~57% less productive than the average firm2).

Low technological sophistication

According to BoP, 75% of the industry activity is generated by medium-low 

and low technology companies, such as metal products, food and textile 

firms3.

Decrease in foreseen investment

Investment to be made by Manufacturing companies is expected to decrease 

around 4% in 2019, mainly explained by the worsening of the sales 

outlook4.

Companies prioritize investment in 5G and related use cases

Industry professionals consider investments in 5G and related use 

cases as a priority to create or sustain competitive advantage, 

believing investment levels will increase with the emergence of 5G5.

Automotive production in Portugal is significant

Key automobile manufacturers are moving to deploy 5G in their 

factories6, emphasizing the technology’s potential for automobile 

production, which in Portugal represents ~9% of total Manufacturing7.

Increased potential by integrating 5G capabilities with key technologies

Most use cases will be supported by 5G abilities around high device 

density, which will reach their full potential when combined with 

technologies such as IoT platform and Data Analytics.

Source: 1Bank of Portugal (2017, 2016) | 2National Productivity Board (2019) | 3Bank of Portugal (2016), Pordata (2018) | 4INE (2019) | 5Deloitte interviews | 6Reuters (2019), Daimler (2019), Ericsson (2018) | 7INE (2019)
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Information and Communication Activities (1/4)
The ICA industry is expected to experience the greatest 5G impact in terms of enabled output, 
mainly due to the role of Telco Operators in 5G deployment and the industry’s own use cases

Telco Operators will have a crucial 

role in the 5G scene by providing 

connectivity, sustaining the 

increasing demand from 

consumers and businesses.

This contributes strongly to the 

ICA industry, since Telcos are a 

significant part of it – in 2017, 

Telecommunications represented 

35%1 of the ICA industry output 

in Portugal, of which 33%2 is 

estimated to relate to mobile 

activity.

€1.9bn
5G’s contribution to total 

ICA output by 2035

9.9%
5G-enabled output as 

a % of total ICA output 

by 2035

The Information and Communication industry is expected to experience 

the highest 5G impact in terms of relative sales enablement 

(9.9%), with 5G enabling €1.9 bn of total ICA output by 2035.

Allied with this, the ICA industry is expected to capture the 3rd highest 

share of 5G-enabled output in Portugal (11.2%), standing behind 

Wholesale Trade and Manufacturing.

The industry of Information and Communication Activities 
(ICA) is to have the highest 5G-enabled sales growth…

…supported by the Telcos’ role in 5G deployment and the 
industry’s use cases, namely AR/VR for the Media sector

Expected to benefit 

from the crucial role 

of Telco Operators in 

the deployment of 5G

Expected to capture 

value from its own use 

cases, namely in the 

area of Media

The ICA industry will also benefit 

from 5G through the deployment 

of its own use cases.

Use cases in the Media sector, in 

which AR/VR is expected to play a 

key role, are examples of the 

application of 5G to this industry 

that will provide an ‘immersive’ 

customer experience. This is 

expected to increase customer 

loyalty and potentiate new 

revenue streams.

Note: Slide 54 compares 5G-enabled output for this industry for Portugal and other economies (based on other studies) Source: 1INE (2018) | 2Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Use cases in the sector of Media will unlock 

enhanced experiences throughout multiple 

areas, such as live gaming and broadcasting.

Use Cases: 5G-enabled Media Most Relevant 5G service

Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)

eMBB is to be the most important 5G service for this industry, with 

features that will sustain enhanced mobility (better network coverage 

and roaming between cells) and speed (improved network bandwidth).

This service is expected to contribute to 50% of the 5G-enabled 

output in this industry in Portugal by 2035.

Real-time viewing experience for sports 

events, enabled by live streaming a 8K 360-

degree VR video over the air which allows, 

e.g., fans that missed the match to have a 

reality-like experience.

Improved 
content for 

broadcasting 

Enabling Support Technologies

Data Analytics – Data Analytics will help players in the ICA 

industry to leverage the large amounts of data they collect to 

meet rising demands of quality of service and enhanced 

customer experience (CX), which will gain importance as the 

collected data increases with the use of 5G.

Machine Learning/AI – ML/AI will improve communications, 

apps and content with, e.g., the rise of automated virtual 

assistants and learning algorithms to enhance CX. ML/AI is 

also expected to directly impact Telcos by improving their 

networks design, operation and maintenance (e.g. with SON).

Improvement of broadcasting content 

for live reporting enabled by allowing 

contributors (e.g. professional journalists) to 

access, through their smartphones, media 

production applications hosted on a cloud-

based 5G infrastructure, to adjust the 

quality of the content before it goes live.

Real-time 3D gaming where different 

players around the globe are able to interact 

with each other in a smooth virtual-world 

experience, which requires low latency and 

QoS for the transmission of very heavy data.

Real-time 
viewing

Real-time 
gaming

Information and Communication Activities (2/4)
The service of eMBB and technologies of Data Analytics and ML/AI are expected to be paramount 
to leverage the deployment of 5G in the ICA industry, namely to support its use cases

Source: Rakuten Institute of Technology (2018) | ITU (2018) | 5G Media (2019) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)Note: This use case is an illustrative example of a possible output of 5G
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Network slicing will unlock great value for 
B2B by satisfying multiple needs of vertical 

‘micromarkets’ with a single network

In B2B, investment in 5G will be driven by the needs for 

high digitization of strategic ‘micromarkets’ (e.g. 

industry 4.0), which are to drive the first deployments 

that should be selective.

5G’s ‘killer feature’ for these markets will be Network 

Slicing, which will enable the deployment of 5G use 

cases with different needs (for mMTC, eMBB and 

uRLLC) under a single network.

By doing this, Network Slicing will also bring OPEX and 

CAPEX efficiency, support new models of revenue 

generation and provide the most economical way to 

manage service scalability.

Among the several possibilities that 5G is expected to unlock for the Telecommunications industry stands the chance for Telcos to differentiate their approach to 

B2C and B2B markets.

This is sustained by the new capabilities brought by 5G and the different timings in which these will be introduced to the market, which will unlock new solutions for 

the two segments and can materialize in higher capture of value for Telcos.

5G use cases using features of eMBB are 
expected to be the 1st and most notorious 

ones to emerge for B2C

In B2C, investment in 5G will be increasingly justified as 

the technology’s costs decrease and 4G’s capacity to 

satisfy customer demands extinguishes.

5G deployments are expected to start closely integrated 

with 4G, with Operators selectively upgrading macro cell 

sites to improve broadband capacity. The first 

deployments should be strategical, to support high 

density urban locations.

This will trigger the emergence of eMBB features for the 

B2C segment, which will allow Telcos to provide services 

with a similar experience to fiber networks, driving B2C 

fixed-mobile convergence.

B2C B2B

Information and Communication Activities (3/4)
The Telecommunications sector is to be greatly impacted by 5G due to the Operators’ role in the 
technology deployment, allowing them to shape their market approach

Source: Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Increased potential by integrating 5G capabilities with key technologies

5G capabilities such as enhanced mobility and speed, high device density 

and slicing need to be combined with Data Analytics and ML/AI to 

amplify the potential value to be captured across industry’s use cases.

Industry to experience the highest 5G-enabled output

By 2035, 5G-enabled output is to represent 9.9% of ICA output. This 

is mostly explained by the paramount role of Telcos for 5G, as well as 

by the industry’s own use cases, namely in the area of Media.

Information and Communication Activities (4/4)
5G is expected to have a significant impact in the ICA industry due to factors such as Telcos’ 
willingness to invest in the technology, despite the existence of several limitations

…yet, the outlook suggests that the technology has a strong 
potential for this sector

There are some limitations to 5G deployment for the 
Portuguese ICA industry…

Pressure on the Telecommunications’ sector revenues

Portuguese Telco companies have been experiencing a decrease in their 

revenues since 20131, which may limit their willingness to invest in 5G, 

or at least favor a cautious investment approach1.

Portugal’s low innovation score

Portugal’s innovation score is below the EU average2. This may suggest 

that Portuguese firms will not action compelling 5G use cases in the short-

term, hampering the role and willingness of Telcos to deploy 5G.

Significantly high bureaucracy

Portugal is around 4x more bureaucratic than the world average3, which 

may be a barrier for Telcos to deploy 5G solutions due to the need to, e.g., 

obtain Government licenses.

Strengthened by Portuguese Telco’s readiness to invest

In a recent conference by APDC (Digital Business Congress), Telcos 

revealed that they are ready and willing to invest in 5G, having 

conducted several trials and engaged in discussions with clients4
.

Source: 1INE (2019) | 2European Commission (2019) | 3World Economic Forum (2017) | 4APDC (2019)
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Retail (1/4)
Retail is expected to be the 3rd industry that captures the highest value from 5G, due to its 
importance for the Portuguese economy, unlocking benefits for customers and retailers

5G will enhance the shopping 

experience, particularly through 

the use of immersive realities. In 

South Korea, 20% of 5G data 

traffic is from AR/VR contents, 

compared with 5% for 4G2. 

Moreover, implementing 5G in-

store allows to collect customer 

data in real-time, which can be 

analyzed and used by players to 

build personalized customer 

experiences, e.g. with tailored 

adverts and offers.

€1.9bn
5G contribution to 

industry output by 

2035

11.2%
Industry’s 5G-enabled 

output as a % of total 

5G-enabled output in 

Portugal, by 2035

Retail is expected to be the 3rd industry that best captures 5G 

benefits, accounting for €1.9bn of 5G output, explained by its 

contribution to the country’s economy in terms of output of 15.2% 

in 2017.

This can be explained by the highest level of spending by the 

Portuguese population, when compared to European Union. In 

Portugal, savings only accounts for 18.2% of GDP, while in EU 

Savings/GDP ratio is way above, having reached 23.6% by the end of 

20191.

Retail is expected to be responsible for the 3rd biggest share 
of total 5G-enabled output in Portugal…

…unlocking benefits such as improvements in customer 
experience and in the packaging and delivery of goods

Customers are 

expected to experience 

an enhanced in-store 

and online shopping 

experience

Retailers are expected 

to experience an 

optimal packaging 

and delivery of 

goods3

5G can have an important role in 

the warehouse, by allowing a 

more efficient and accurate 

packaging of goods, due to its 

capabilities to connect a high 

amount of devices and provide 

real-time information.

Due to these characteristics, 5G 

will also enable a better tracking 

and monitoring of goods to 

ensure an optimal delivery (on 

time and in the right conditions).

Note: Slide 54 compares 5G-enabled output for this industry for Portugal and other economies | 3Detail on warehouse and supply chain use cases can be found in slides 28-31 Source: 1Spratings(2019) | 2Samsung (2019),
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5G provides a high speed, massive bandwidth and low latency connection that allows 

the functioning of immersive realities (AR/VR) technologies, enhancing in-store and 

online shopping experience amplifying cross and up-sell opportunities

In-store shopping

Graphic-rich information for customers to access product’s details such as reviews, 

color options and pricing, merely by pointing their phones at items.

Virtual fitting rooms equipped with digital mirrors, for customers to see how clothes 

fit in their bodies without having to try them on. These can also enable, e.g., the 

display of personalized adds with items to complement the outfit.

Smart shelves to analyze product stock and automatically order additional items, 

which will increase customer satisfaction by reducing out-of-stock products.

Online shopping

3D images of products for customers to visualize how products look alike before 

buying them with the use of immersive realities, e.g. how products fit in their homes.

Virtual stores for customers to browse, through their smartphones or tablets and 

with the use of immersive realities, for a variety of products online, with the same 

in-store experience.

Retail (2/4)
The in-store and online shopping experiences will be transformed with immersive realities, which 
will support innovations such as virtual fitting rooms

Use Case: AR/VR enrichened shopping experience

Smart shelves

Virtual fitting 
rooms

Virtual stores

Graphic-rich 
information

3D images of 
products

Source: Tech4i (2019) | AT&T (2019)Note: This use case is an illustrative example of a possible output of 5G. Detail on warehouse and supply chain use cases can be found in slides 28-31
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Virtual fitting rooms
For customer use

Smart shelves
To analyze product stock and place 

automatic orders 

3D images of products
To visualize how products look alike

Retail (3/4)
5G brings high bandwidth and extreme speed capabilities that enable the development of use 
cases with immersive realities, which need to be supported by Data Analytics and AI

Virtual stores
For an online research of products 

with the same in-store experience

Graphic-rich information 
To access products’ details

Most Relevant 5G Service

Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)

eMBB is expected to be the most relevant 5G 

service to sustain use cases for this industry, since 

the role of immerse realities in the retail experience 

is expected to contribute to cross and up –sell 

opportunities, being eMBB crucial to sustain these 

innovations.

The mMTC service will also have an important role in 

supporting the mass deployment of devices to 

sustain use cases in-store and the in supply chain 

and logistic functioning of retailers.

Enabling Support Technologies 

The success of the use cases and the amplification of 

5G benefits is dependent of the continuous adoption 

and development of supporting software 

technologies, beyond core connectivity.

Data Analytics and AI are the most relevant 

supporting technologies for the success of 5G use 

cases in this industry.

Data Analytics – Data Analytics is expected 

to have a crucial role in personalizing 

customer offers in the Retail industry, by 

allowing better predictions of customers’ 

behaviors and preferences.

Note: This use case is an illustrative example of a possible output of 5G | 1Detail on warehouse and supply chain use cases can be found in slides 28-31

Artificial Intelligence (AI) – AI will be a key 

enabler of immersive realities and will help to 

make retailers more customer-centric with, 

e.g., use of facial recognition and chatbots.
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Retail (4/4)
5G has the potential to greatly impact this industry due to factors such as Retail weight on 
country’s sales and further enhancements in customer experience, despite limitations

…yet, the outlook suggests that the technology has a strong 
potential for this sector

There are some limitations to 5G deployment for the 
Portuguese Wholesale & Retail industry…

Low e-commerce penetration

The proportion of internet access and online purchase in 2018 in Portugal 

was 12 and 23 percent respectively, below the EU average1. This can limit 

5G use cases for online shopping.

Concentration of sales on top industry players

The Portuguese Retail industry has 54k companies competing, with 44% of 

sales arising only 86 firms2, which may indicate that only a few players will 

have enough resources and incentives to deploy 5G use cases.

Sales concentration in Lisbon and Oporto

65% of this industry’s sales are concentrated in the metropolitan areas of 

Lisbon and Oporto3, which can limit the deployment of 5G beyond these 

cities, increasing the digital division.

Source: 1Eurostat (2018) | 2,3Bank of Portugal (2017) | 4Ejinsight(2018) | 6IntelNote: 5Detail on warehouse and supply chain use cases can be found in slides 28-31

Flexibility in store’s configuration 

5G can allow a fiber experience without the need for physical 

infrastructure which lets stores to continuous experiment new 

configurations to attract customers.

Cross and up-sell opportunities optimistic

Immersive realities are expected to boost cross and up-sell 

opportunities: JD.com, the ecommerce giant, improved conversion by 

9.6% and reduced return rates by 7.5% applying AR technology4.

Industry players expect 5G to have a meaningful impact

Top industry players expect to increase investments in technology and 

expect 5G to be a source of competitive advantage in the long 

term showing willingness to lead experimentations.

‘5G will benefit store expansion and refurbishment/renovation of connectivity plans by allowing more flexibility, expected lower costs and an optimized time to market’ 

– Daniel Valente & Eduardo Brandão, IT Infrastructure Architects at Sonae MC
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Transportation and Storage & Wholesale (1/4)
Transportation and Storage & Wholesale are expected to benefit from 5G deployment due to an 
increase in productivity and improved business models

This industry is expected to benefit 

from higher levels of reliability 

(transporting goods on time and in 

the right condition) and 

productivity, with 5G enhancing 

the transition to autonomous 

vehicles in the long-term.

Productivity increases are mainly 

due to better tracking and 

monitoring of goods on the road 

and in warehouses, and time 

freed up from not having to drive

(that can also lead to cost drops).

€1.1bn
5G’s contribution to T&S 

industry output by 

2035

€2.5bn
5G’s contribution to 

Wholesale industry 

output by 2035

Transportation and Storage & Wholesale are expected to capture the 5th

and the 2nd highest value of 5G output by 2035, namely due to their 

relevance for the country’s economy - around 5.1% and 19.8% of 

total output in Portugal in 2035 is expected to be generated by these 

industries, respectively, even before accounting for the impact of 5G.

Both industries are positioned to benefit by the high impact that 5G is 

expected to have. 5G will have a key role in enabling technologies for 

these firms, which are expected to invest in, e.g., autonomous 

logistics, real-time tracking, automation and robotics1.

Transportation and Storage & Wholesale are expected to be 
the industries that display the 5th and 2nd highest 5G output, 
in absolute terms…

…and 5G will unlock multiple benefits such as an uplift in 
productivity and improved business models

Expected to benefit 

from an uplift in 

productivity

Expected to benefit

from improved 

business models

As 5G is adopted and scaled up, 

the shift to autonomous vehicles 

and the transition to “as-a-

service” business models for 

logistics companies are expected 

to rise.

These new models are based on 

usage and consumption, which 

is an upgrade from the traditional 

day/week-based charging and can 

lead to a more efficient and 

personalized rental process.

Source: 1Neomarca (2019)Note: Slide 54 compares 5G-enabled output for this industry for Portugal and other economies (based on other studies)
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Transportation and Storage & Wholesale (2/4)
5G will enable a better tracking and monitoring of goods at warehouses and on the road, through 
sensors, robots and autonomous vehicles, improving the quality and reliability of processes

5G connectivity, high density and low latency will play a key role in tracking and 

monitoring goods, by lowering costs and improving the quality and reliability of 

processes, with several use cases at Smart Warehouses and in Smart Transportation.

Smart Warehouse

‘Sensorization’ to monitor inventory’s environment, such as temperature and 

humidity, guarantying that the assets leave the warehouse in the right conditions.

Drones and inventory robots to count assets with a great accuracy and speed, 

with less costs and in a shorter time.

Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) for a more efficient and accurate process of 

picking, packaging and shipping goods, enabling to collect more data for analysis 

and warehouse optimization.

Smart Transportation

Assets ‘sensorization’ to track location and control the quality and safety, 

ensuring that they arrive in the right conditions.

Autonomous vehicles to increase safety on the road and optimize logistics 

operations by decreasing delivery times

Vehicles ‘sensorization’ to track real-time location and traffic patterns, allowing 

quick responses to potential re-routes to avoid delays.

Use Case: Tracking and monitoring of goods throughout 
the value-chain

Drones and 
inventory robots

Automated guided 
vehicles

Autonomous 
vehicles

‘Sensorization’ of 
inventory

Vehicle 
‘sensorization’

Assets
‘sensorization’

Source: Ericsson (2019) | Deloitte Analysis (2018)Note: This use case is an illustrative example of a possible output of 5G
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Transportation and Storage & Wholesale (3/4)
5G use cases in this industry requires the connection of a high amount of devices, which need to 
be supported by technologies such as Blockchain and IoT

Drones and inventory 

robots
For asset counting

Automated guided vehicles
For the process of picking, 

packaging and shipping goods

Assets ‘sensorization’
To track location and control for 

quality

Autonomous vehicles
To increase safety and optimize 

logistics operations

Vehicles ‘sensorization’
To track real-time location and 

traffic patterns

Inventory ‘sensorization’
To monitor assets’ environment

Most Relevant 5G Service

Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC)

Transportation and Storage & Wholesale use cases will 

benefit from the ability to connect massive amounts 

of devices and from real-time insights and tracking. 

Due to this, mMTC is expected to be the most 

relevant 5G service in these industries, contributing 

to 36% of the 5G-enabled output1 by 2035.

Associated with mMTC service, higher device density 

is expected to be the most important 5G feature for 

this industry, allowing a truly connected supply 

chain at a low cost with low power consumption.

Enabling Support Technologies 

The success of the use cases and the amplification of 

5G benefits is dependent of the continuous adoption 

and development of supporting software 

technologies, beyond core connectivity.

Blockchain and IoT Platforms are the most relevant 

supporting technologies for the success of 5G use 

cases in this industry.

Notes: 1mMTC share of 5G enabled output of 36% is specific to the Transportation and Storage industry

Blockchain – Blockchain is expected to have 

a crucial role in improving transparency and 

traceability of supply chains and in 

automating commercial processes. Also, it 

can reduce barriers to trade throughout the 

supply chain, with positive effects on GDP2.

IoT Platforms – IoT active connections for 

tracking are expected to increase by 900% 

until 2025 in ETNO perimeter3, demonstrating 

the relevance of the technology for this 

industry.

Source: 2DHL Trend Research (2018) | 3ETNO (2019) 
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Transportation and Storage & Wholesale (4/4)
5G is expected to have a significant potential in this industry, mainly due to the projected 
technological investments by logistics companies, despite some limitations that can arise

‘5G has the potential to allow lower costs and flexibility in a warehouse set up since dependency of a physical network can be eliminated. Low latency allows real time 

communications and positively impacts productivity by eliminating operational delays throughout the day’ – José Silva, IS Director at Luís Simões

…yet, the outlook suggests that the technology has a strong 
potential for this sector

There are some limitations to 5G deployment for the 
Portuguese Transportation and Storage industry…

Limited ability for technological scale

89% of Transportation and Storage firms are ‘microcompanies’1 which can 

impact their ability to deploy and scale use cases.

Lack of end-to-end supply chain coordination

The lack of end-to-end view between ports, railways, freeways and airports 

in Portugal limits freight forwarders’ work to place consumer goods 

efficiently2, which can discourage the deployment of 5G in this sector.

Uncertainty regarding global trade

Growth in global trade is at 1% due to current trade uncertainties. This 

disrupts the global supply chain - e.g., it is already affecting Germany, the 

3rd major export destination for Portugal, constituting a risk3,4.

Source: 1Bank of Portugal (2017) | 2PortSEurope (2017) | 3Harvard University (2017) | 4IMF (2019) | 5Neomarca (2019) | 6Deloitte Interviews

Expectation of technological investments that require 5G

Logistics companies are to invest in advanced technology-based 

solutions as automation and robotics5, which require 5G to reach its 

full potential, suggesting that 5G will be strongly used in this industry.

Industry professionals are cautious but optimistic

In a low margin industry, industry professionals believe that 5G will have 

a positive impact allowing lower costs in setting up new warehouses 

and greater flexibility in their configuration6.

Increased potential by integrating 5G capabilities with key technologies

Value chain use cases will be fully enabled by combining 5G’s capabilities 

of high device density with technologies such as Blockchain and IoT, 

unlocking lower costs and higher security and transparency.
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Utilities (1/4)
5G is expected to have a positive impact on the Utilities industry, allowing it to invert a trend of 
slight decline by optimizing energy spending through improved grid integration

5G deployment will enable a 

better energy management, 

reducing downtimes, allowing a 

more accurate monitoring and a 

precise forecasting of energy 

needs.

5G will also enable to avoid 

disruptions thanks to a real-time 

diagnosis of the grid’s 

performance and thus, prediction 

of maintenance problems.

€1.0bn
5G contribution to 

industry’s output by 

2035

4.5%
Industry’s 5G-enabled 

output as a % of total 

5G-enabled output in 

Portugal by 2035

Utilities is expected to be the 6th industry that best captures 5G 

value, resulting in an output of €1.0bn by 2035. This can be 

explained by the industry’s relevant contribution to the country’s 

economy (when compared to the world) in terms of output1, meaning 

that this industry’s scale is more relevant in Portugal, and thus can 

generate more value.

5G is expected to have a key role on achieving more efficient 

operations and to contribute to energy optimization by allowing a 

better grid integration. This is expected to allow companies to meet 

Government targets2 of resource optimization and consumption, having a 

positive impact in consumers and the environment.

Utilities is expected to be the industry with the 6th highest 
5G-enabled output in Portugal…

…benefiting from optimized energy usage through grid 
integration and a more accurate customer billing

Expected to benefit

from a better grid 

integration and 

energy optimization

Expected to benefit 

from a more accurate 

customer billing

5G-enabled advanced metering 

infrastructure (AMI) network will 

enable firms to conduct a more 

precise, real-time remote 

monitoring of variables such as 

customers’ usage of water and 

energy.

This will enable a more accurate 

and personalized billing, 

unlocking cost savings for 

customers. Also, the process 

accuracy will prevent frauds and 

reduce the need for inspections.

Note: 1In 2017, Utilities represented 5.47% of the output in Portugal, vs 2.73% in Switzerland and 2.25% in the world | Industry comparison with other studies detailed in slide 54 Source: 2Global Legal Insights (2019) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Utilities (2/4)
The smart grid will introduce significant advancements and disruption in the Utilities industry by 
bringing capabilities to monitor and trigger actions in several assets throughout the energy chain

Use Case: Smart grid 5G is expected to provide a real-time, stable and reliable connection to intelligent 

power grid devices, which are required to monitor grid status, collect information and 

trigger actions.

Automation of intelligent distributed feeder, where smart power distribution 

terminals communicate between themselves to manage actions in the power 

distribution network (namely, to detect and isolate faults). 5G assures ultra low-

latency, high isolation and high reliability requirements.

Millisecond-level precise load control, to remove non-essential energy load from 

the power grid (e.g. for air conditioning carriers) in case of a failure, in an urgent and 

precise way (which must be done to avoid power accidents).

Massive real-time measurement of power consumption, which cannot be 

accompanied by current systems due to a growing need for real-time 

measurement and transmission of varied power consumption information.

Automatic management of distributed power supplies, which will be connected 

between themselves and the grid (e.g. solar panels) and are expected to increase 

the number of terminals and to require a reliable and low-latency connection to 

allow an automatic monitoring and control.

Automated feeder

Precise load 
control

Massive real-time 
measurement

Automatic 
management of 
power supplies

Source: Deloitte Analysis (2019)Note: This use case is an illustrative example of a possible output of 5G
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Utilities (3/4)
mMTC and technologies such as IoT Platforms and Data Analytics will bring features that will be 
key to sustain the multiple use cases in the Utilities industry

Most Relevant 5G Service

Automatic management of 

power supplies
For automatic monitoring & control

Automated feeder
To manage actions, e.g. detect and 

isolate faults

Precise load control
To avoid power accidents

Massive real-time 

management
To monitor power consumption

Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC)

mMTC is expected to contribute to 34% of the 5G-

enabled output in the Utilities industry by 2035, 

making it the most relevant 5G service for this 

industry.

This is associated with the massive amount of 

sensors and other devices that are expected to be 

deployed and interlinked throughout the grid and in 

customer’s homes to improve monitoring and usage.

Allied with this, higher device density will be the key 

5G feature for the Utilities sector, being able to 

support the connection of up to 1 mn devices by km2. 

5G is also expected to allow a very low power 

consumption by devices, which is crucial for a smart 

grid.

Enabling Support Technologies 

The success of the use cases and the amplification of 

5G benefits is dependent of the continuous adoption 

and development of supporting software 

technologies, beyond core connectivity.

IoT Platforms and Data Analytics are the most 

relevant supporting technologies for the success of 

5G use cases in this industry.

Source: ETNO (2019) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)

IoT Platforms – Active IoT connections in the 

Utilities industry are expected to reach 160mn 

by 2025 in the ETNO perimeter alone, rising 

around 400% from 2019 and demonstrating 

the importance of IoT platforms.

Data Analytics – Data Analytics will unlock 

value from the massive amounts of sensors 

and devices in this industry, e.g. by detecting 

and predicting outages and maintenance 

needs, and delivering probabilities of failure 

and customer offers tailored to consumption.
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Boosted by Incumbent’s investment in the Smart Grid

The incumbent player in the Portuguese market is looking to invest 

€0.5bn up to 2030 in a program encompassing Smart Grid initiatives 

in Portugal, some of which will likely require 5G support5.

Increased potential by integrating 5G capabilities with key technologies

Use cases will require high device density, which need to be combined 

with IoT platforms and Data Analytics to monitor massive amounts of 

devices and transform the rising volume of data in insights and actions.

Utilities (4/4)
5G is expected to benefit the Utilities industry despite the several limitations that can arise, 
which is shown by the use cases it enables and by players’ willingness to invest

‘5G will redefine a broad range of uses cases with connected services from retail to refineries. It will increase devices efficiency and the reliability of the 

these with faster, more uniform data rates, lower latency and cost-per-bit’ – José Miguel Espinosa, Head of Digital Transformation, Enterprise Architecture & 

Cybersecurity at Galp

…yet, the outlook suggests that the technology has a strong 
potential for this sector

There are some limitations to 5G deployment for the 
Portuguese Utilities industry…

Level of market concentration

The Portuguese market is still quite concentrated: the incumbent player has a 

81% market share in electricity and a majority share in gas (2018)1, which 

can discourage other players from making large investments.

Low spending in R&D

Energy and Utilities show up in 7th and 8th place when ranking Portuguese 

verticals in terms of R&D spending, standing behind, e.g., Health and Food 

industries2.

Increasing decentralization of energy production

The decentralized production of energy, set to rise in Portugal with 

Government targets to grow the use of renewables to 32% by 20303, may 

increase uncertainty levels and deter investment in the short-term.

Source: 1Jornal de Negócios (2019) | 2DGEEC (2019) | 3Governo de Portugal (2019) | 4Deloitte interviews | 5Jornal de Negócios (2019)

Leading companies are expected to experiment 5G in the short term

Companies in the sector consider that 5G can be an enabler to apply 

supporting technologies at scale and sustain competitive advantage, 

supporting their interest to deploy use cases in the short term4.
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Impact of 5G on 
Portuguese Exports
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Impact of 5G on Exports (1/2) 
The importance of Exports to the Portuguese economy has been growing, with a highlight for the 
role of Tourism and ICT industries

Source: 1Harvard University (2017) | 2Bank of Portugal (2018) | 3Jornal Económico (2018) | 4This topic is further detailed on the following slide

Share of gross exports’ value per industry (2017)1

Exports have been increasing their 
contribution to the Portuguese 
economy

From 2012 to 2017 Exports have grown 2.6% 

annually1, outpacing overall economic growth and 

allowing an averagely positive current account 

balance. 

In 2018, Exports represented a gross contribution of 

44%2 to the GDP.

Tourism and ICT are the sectors that 
account for the highest share of 
Exports 

Travel and Tourism is the sector that contributes the 

most to Portuguese Exports, due to the growing 

popularity of the country worldwide3.

ICT is the 2nd biggest contributor to Exports, which 

relates to several factors including the country 

attractiveness for tech companies, as investments made 

by Google demonstrate3, or the boom in technology 

startups that the country experienced in recent years4.
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Impact of 5G on Exports (2/2)
5G is expected to impact the most relevant export industries in Portugal through the 
implementation of its own use cases, although its benefits may be limited

Source: 1Turismo de Portugal (2018) | 2WTTC (2018) | 3TIM(2019) | 4Jornal Eco (2019) | 6Forbes (2019)Notes: 5Startups with more than €1 mn in funding

Information and Communication Technologies
Responsible for 9% of total gross exports in 2017

Tourism

Responsible for 18% of total gross exports in 2017

The importance of this industry has been growing, namely regarding the start-up 

scene: the number of start-ups in Portugal has been rising, with sales 

representing more than 1% of the GDP in 20184. In the last 5 years, national 

scale-ups5 in the ICT area raised €166 mn and exported 67% of the created 

services6.

Tourism has been gaining relevance on the national stage, having contributed to 

8.2% to GDP in 20181. This is explained by factors such as Portugal’s reputation 

of safety2, competing with North Africa destinations and increased dynamism 

of Tourism2 lead by the diversification of tourists’ nationalities and their 

geographical distribution throughout Portugal.
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The potential impact of 5G in Portuguese exports driven by specific use cases or additional demand for supporting technology services may prove to be limited.

5G is expected impact the Touristic experience by:

• Enabling improvements in public safety and transportation as well as in 

festivals and events, due to its capacity to enhance outdoor coverage;

• Allowing a more immersive experience with AR/VR applications, such 

as personalized recommendations in real-time based on customer patterns;

• Allowing tourists to visit attractions currently not accessible to the 

public, through immersive realities– e.g. Pietro Micca Museum in Turin3
.

5G can further boost Technology start-ups in Portugal and their contribution 

to exports:

• 5G will potentiate demand for technologies such as Data Analytics, Cloud 

or AI, which in turn are also required to support 5G’s use cases. 

• These technologies are often part of the core products of Technology start-

ups: of the top 20 Portuguese Technology firms, ~50% have offers with at 

least one of these technologies, implying their sales can rise and their 

positioning can improve with 5G.
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Key 5G Challenges
To potentiate the identified 5G social and economic benefits, stakeholders across public and 
private institutions need to identify and address key challenges 

Note: 1Additiional detail can be found in slides 41-44 Source: 2William J. Broad (2019) | Gartner (2019) | Orange (2019) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Lack of IT-OT Alignment

IoT will rise with 5G, 

increasing the devices used 

in the Operational 

Technology (OT) realm, as 

well as the collected data. If 

Information Technology

(IT) and OT teams are not 

aligned, opportunities to 

act on data diminish and 

risks of misusing the data 

rise, ultimately compromising 

the business, e.g., employees’ 

safety.

Cybersecurity Risks

As 5G connects the world 

from people to devices, it also 

exposes networks to 

greater cyber risks since a 

vulnerability in one device 

may compromise a much 

broader universe of devices 

(when comparing to the 

current situation).

Portuguese Businesses 

Sophistication

B2B segment is expected to 

be the main beneficiary of

5G deployment, as it can 

brings several benefits across 

industries. In Portugal, 

businesses have a low level 

of sophistication, which may 

limit the economic benefits 

of 5G and the integration of 

other technologies in business 

processes.

Delays and High Costs in 

Infrastructure Deployment

5G requires a higher 

infrastructure density. Yet, 

the permitting process is 

fragmented across 

Portugal and depends on 

municipal rules, which can 

lead to delays.

This higher density also 

implies that Telco operators 

will likely face higher site 

costs, with potential 

coverage obligations 

amplifying pressures.

R
is

k

High probability risk High probability risk
Medium-high probability 

risk

Medium-high probability 

risk

Health Issues due to High 

Frequencies

Due to concerns over 5G’s 

radiation levels, some US 

Cities have been requesting 

independent studies to further 

assess the health effects of 

5G frequencies, and Brussels 

and Rome have already put 

certain 5G developments on 

hold.

Low probability risk
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Key 5G Challenges | Cybersecurity
Organizations are lagging behind in information security, which becomes even more critical with 
5G since a strategic approach to cyber security is needed to ensure a secured 5G usage

Cybersecurity Challenges

In the first half of 2019, globally, 4.1bn records were exposed by data breaches and only 38% of organizations claim they are prepared for a sophisticated cyber 

attack. Companies need to identify the cyber risks 5G will bring, and put cybersecurity on the top of executive agendas to correctly address them.

Risks of Hybrid 

Networks

Higher Number 

of Vulnerable 

Entry Points

Higher Impact 

of a Security 

Breach

Software-

related 

Vulnerabilities

Due to the time that a complete 5G deployment will take, firms and individuals 

will experience hybrid scenarios with 5G working along other mobile 

technologies. This can cause vulnerabilities due to the existence of distinct 

protocols for different mobile technologies.

5G will increase the network entry points due to its ability to enable a 

massive connection of devices. This augments the cybersecurity risks 

since hackers nowadays just need to access one unsecured device to enter 

the network.

With 5G, a cyber attack will reach more scale due to the increased 

connection of devices among companies and individuals.

The scope will also be enhanced due to the collection of increasing amounts 

of data, with higher sensitivity.

5G architecture will be more software-defined and virtualized, which will 

expose software related vulnerabilities, significantly increasing its risks.

As Operators ‘open’ the network through slicing to potential 

customers/partners, vulnerabilities that did not exist before will emerge.

Mitigation

Develop a security strategy for 
the network 

This includes defining a target state for the 

network security, using secure protocols (e.g. LS,

IPSEC) whenever possible in the internal links.

Develop and implement a security 
governance model 

This spans defining an operating model, 

respective processes (e.g. global vulnerability 

remediation teams) to achieve the target state.

Develop and implement the 
appropriate security controls 

This should involve equipping people across the 

organization with knowledge and skills to 

sustain security and monitor results & capabilities 

as well as requiring that all the involved vendors 

include cybersecurity tests in their product specs. 

Source: Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Key 5G Challenges | Infrastructure Challenges
Challenges to a successful deployment can be mitigated with cross and intra-sector collaboration 
and by exploring options to reduce costs

Outdated 

Permitting 

Processes

Higher Network 

Complexity

Small cells can require a density up to 100x the one of traditional macro cells, 

which can lead to a risk since a much higher number of permitting 

requests will need to be obtained, which can take up a significant amount 

of time due to the fragmentation of the permitting process across Portugal.

New antennas require a fiber connection, meaning that the existing backhaul 

needs to be expanded.

This will increase the need for civil works and will bring potential disruption, 

namely across roads and buildings (among others).

Investment 

Constraints

Operators’ balance sheets are already stretched and 5G CAPEX requirements 

are adding to the pressures.

DT and Vodafone announced dividend cuts to support 5G investment, and 

other Operators as Orange, Vodafone or BT are considering or actually selling 

part of their tower business through spin-offs.

5G investment in spectrum, Radio Access Network (RAN), transmission, core 

networks and licenses for small cells are adding up to the infrastructure bill.

Infrastructure Challenges

Promote collaboration between 

Operators and the Public sector

Public entities responsible for permitting 

processes need to consider this need at a 

national level, and not only in their 

municipalities.

Operators must engage and clearly 

communicate the impact of these risks.

Mitigation

Explore options to reduce cost 

pressures

Some Operators are exploring infrastructure 

sharing – Vodafone and TIM announced an 

agreement to jointly roll out 5G infrastructure.

Other players are exploring the Open RAN 

concept, where hardware is decoupled from 

software enabling the use of white label 

equipment, allowing to reduce costs (e.g. 

Rakuten in Japan, is building a 5G network on an 

Open RAN architecture1).

Source: 1HSBC (2019) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Traditionally, IT and OT departments could function in fair isolation: IT managed business applications 

and software, whilst OT ensured the physical assets ran smoothly to support efficient operations, which 

has originated the challenges below.

Key 5G Challenges | Lack of IT-OT Alignment
Aligning IT and OT will gain even more significance with 5G due to the increasing amounts of 
data generated in the OT environments that can be leveraged with the help of IT

IT-OT Alignment Challenges Mitigation

Source: Gartner (2019) | Cisco (2019) | Orange (2019)

Increase need 

of IT-OT 

alignment due 

to 5G

Current company operational models highlight the conflict between IT and 

OT. IT processes are designed to fit transactional data recording and 

information processing in a centralized way, while OT processes need to 

accommodate real-time observation and control of physical events 

happening locally, e.g. on production facilities.

Besides this, cultural barriers can be a major challenge. Both IT and OT have 

different ways of working, skills and even their objectives are misaligned.

5G is expected to accelerate the concept of ‘industry 4.0’, as through the use 

of IoT which is set to rise, resulting in an increasing need for interaction 

between IT and OT teams.

This increases the criticality of IT-OT alignment since the link between 

physical devices and software applications is expected to become stronger, 

implying that businesses become more dependent on this convergence to 

compete.

Operational 

Model & 

Cultural 

Challenges

Define and implement the IT-OT 

governance and operating 

model

Firms need to focus on understanding the best 

operating model to tackle IT-OT challenges. 

Processes and respective roles and 

accountabilities must be clearly defined and 

communicated so both function can be aligned 

and have business ‘buy in’.

Define and implement an IT-OT 

Architecture 

Companies need to start by defining their future 

architecture in IT and OT areas.

There must be an alignment between functions 

in terms of technology and information, which 

can enable synergies with suppliers and 

technology while maintaining agility.
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Key 5G Challenges | Portuguese Businesses Sophistication
Policy makers and the business community need to work together to develop and implement 
measures to support businesses to evolve and catch up with other developed countries

Key: Scores are given 1 to 7, where 1 represents the lowest score and 7 the highest

4,4 4,6
5,2

5,6 5,6

Portugal Spain France Germany UK

… which may negatively impact the realization of economic 
benefits driven by 5G due to the higher B2B potential 

Portugal stands behind other European countries regarding 

business sophistication…

Business Sophistication, Global Competitiveness Index 2017-2018 edition

From 2016 to 2017, Portuguese businesses sophistication have seen an uplift, 

increasing from around 4.2 to 4.41. However, when compared with other 

European countries such as Spain, France, Germany and UK, Portugal stands 

behind.

According to the World Economic Forum, a lag in business sophistication in Portugal 

relates to the absence of competitive advantage in international markets due to 

lack of product or process differentiation and control of products distribution in 

external markets.

Previous mobile technologies created value mainly focused on the 

consumer sector with the development of the ability to access the 

internet via mobile which supported a better experience.

5G focus is on the B2B segment. Businesses are expected to benefit 

the most from 5G, as it can enhanced productivity, improve business 

models and decrease production costs, across several industries. 

Given that the value of 5G is expected to be driven by businesses, 

Portugal may experience some challenges to capture its economic and 

social benefits.

To overcome this challenge, policymakers and businesses must be aware that 

to improve business sophistication the most problematic factors of 

doing business in Portugal must be addressed as:

• Inefficient government bureaucracy;

• Tax rates;

• Restrictive labor regulations;

• Policy instability;

• Access to financing.

Source: World Economic Forum (2018) 
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Conclusions
The significant value that 5G is expected to generate for the Portuguese economy is to be best 
captured by 6 industries, and can only be fully realized if risks are identified and mitigated

€17bn up to 2035 

across Portuguese 

industries, 

enabled by 5G 

features and 

supporting 

technologies

5G is expected to generate €17bn by 2035, 74% of which are to be captured by 6 industries

Until 2035, with the biggest share relating to mMTC and its use cases, 5G is expected to enable additional €17bn in 

economic output, a conservative value when compared to other international studies1, as Portugal is not being an early 

mover in the adoption of 5G and due to limitations of its economic structure.

Manufacturing, ICA, Retail, TS & Wholesale and Utilities are expected to be the 6 most impacted industries in Portugal, 

capturing ~74% of total 5G-enabled sales. Regarding the role of 5G in potentiating exports in the Portuguese, the impact 

might prove to be limited in Tourism or Technology.

Key challenges must be addressed for 5G to reach its full potential

Challenges can appear in key areas such as cybersecurity, infrastructure deployment, IT-OT alignment, businesses 

sophistication and health, among which the fourth can be particularly concerning in the Portuguese context

Regarding cybersecurity, institutions must prioritize the topic in their agendas and develop a strategic approach to build 

trust, e.g. by building a security strategy for their network. For infrastructure, causes of the problem can be mitigated by 

establishing a cooperative approach between public and private institutions and exploring options to reduce costs.

High device density is to be the main 5G feature, and IoT the key technology

5G will bring new features as speed, high device density and latency, associated with eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC. High 

device density is to be the main feature since it unlocks the ability to connect a high amount of devices at a lower cost.

5G features will allow supporting technologies such as IoT platforms to reach its full potential, which in turn will maximize 

the value retrieved from 5G’s use cases. IoT have been gaining importance across industries due to its role of monitoring 

and managing all the devices connected to a network.

Note: 1Slide 54 compares 5G-enabled output for this industry for Portugal and other economies (based on other studies)
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Quality of Service
Guaranteed reliability,
availability, performance and 
efficient resources allocation

Enhanced Mobility
Network coverage and 
roaming between cells/ 
access points

Speed
Available network 
bandwidth (maximum 
downlink data rate speeds) 

Latency
Network connection delay 
(round-trip) between 
devices

Connection density
Maximum number of 
managed devices per 
node/ access point

Maturity
Technology evolution and 
market adoption

Fiber optics

Fixed connection per device 
ensures a very high quality of 

service

Dependent on fixed connections (i.e. 
highly limited to no mobility)

Up to 1Gbit/s in a B2C scenario 
and up to dozens of Gbits/s in 

B2B (continuing to evolve)

Used as the backhaul for other 
technologies, having the lowest 

latency

Dependent on fixed connections (i.e. 
one device per each access equipment 

port)

Technology massively deployed 
and operated on both B2C and 

B2B markets

5G (including 4.5G)

Dedicated network slices will 
allow specific network resource 

allocation per use-case

Several ranges (depending on 
frequency). Seamless roaming 
between cells up to 500 km/h

Increased downlink speed, 
delivering high throughput (up to 

20Gbits/s)

Reduce connectivity delays and 
enable ultra low latency 

communications (down to 1ms)

Enable Massive Machine Type 
communications for IoT (1M per 

km2)

Already launched in US, South Korea 
and Japan. Europe still on trials and 

piloting

Wi-Fi dual band

Quality of service is reduced with 
network congestion (i.e. busy periods)

Range per access point limited to 35m-
70m. Better suited for indoor coverage

Up to 1.5Gbits/s without network 
congestion

Usually around 2–4 ms with good 
network strength, little noise and no 

congestion

Up to 250 devices per access point 
(best case), however congestion 

becomes an issue

Technology massively deployed 
and operated on both B2C and 

B2B markets

4G LTE (including 
Advanced evolution)

Not possible to differentiate network 
resources allocation per use case

Several ranges (depending on 
frequency). Roaming between 

cells up to 350km/h

Downlink speed up to 1Gbits/s at a 
similar level than Wi-Fi dual band

Approximately 10ms, in best case 
scenarios with LTE Advanced evolution

Enables the connection of 100 
thousand devices per km2 on 

IoT specific frequencies

Technology massively deployed 
and operated on both B2C and 

B2B markets

Wi-Fi 6

Wi-Fi congestion performance 
issues will be less imperative 

with this technology

Despite significant improvements, 
network coverage will still be limited to 

short ranges

Upgrade from dual band allowing 
a speed up to 4.8Gbits/s

Will improve from Wi-Fi dual-
band performance, specially for 

non-optimal conditions

Depends of device bandwidth, however 
it assure a better performance than 

dual band

Technological released in 2019. 
Commercial launch expected late 2019 

or 2020

Key characteristics:

Key Characteristics of Mobile Technologies
When compared with other technologies, 5G is expected to bring higher improvements in 
different capabilities, such as enhanced mobility and latency 

Key: Best Improved Medium Poor Worst Source: Ericsson (2018) | Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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5G adoption is expected to take off by 2022 with higher technological maturity, whereas 4G adoption will reach its peak and start to decline, despite still being 

very popular (4G will still account for 60% of total connections worldwide by 20233).

By 2025, 30% of the steadily rising European mobile connections are projected to be made through 5G2, sustaining several services for B2C and B2B (e.g. FWA and 

IoT, AI, robotics and M2M, respectively).

Adoption of Mobile Technologies
Traffic volumes are expected to grow 5 times in Europe until 2025, and whilst the majority of 
this traffic should be delivered by 4G, a growing component is expected to be delivered by 5G
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European mobile adoption by technology 
(share of mobile connections, excluding IoT)2

Source: 1Ericsson | 2GSMA (2018) | 3GSMA (2019) 
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5G Technological Evolution
There are two paths to reach ‘Full’ 5G, meaning different Operators are expected to take 
separate journeys depending on their goals and internal outlook

• 4G’s EPC Core Architecture 

• Spectrum frequency < 3.0 GHz

• Up to 4x4 MIMO

• 64 QAM Modulation 

• Carrier aggregation (LTE-U / LTE-AAA)

LTE Advanced

‘Full’ 5G

LTE 

Advanced 

Pro

The technological evolution path to 5G has 2 main 

possibilities. Operators’ choices will depend on 

variables such as their current stage of technological 

development, roadmap for technological implementation 

and ambitions. This will lead to the emergence of 

several 5G forms with different maturity levels.

LTE 

Advanced

Evolutionary level

The first level of 5G commercial launch. It can either 

follow a 4G LTE technologies improvement path 

or initial forms of 5G New Radio (5G NR) without 

its full features. Main focus will be to provide eMBB & 

mMTC capabilities to support higher bandwidth 

applications and IoT.

Stage of 5G advancement

5G 

‘Evolution’

5G Commercial Launch

• Next Generation Core 

Architecture (non-standalone/ 

standalone)

• ‘Full’ version of 5G NR 

(contains all of 5G NR’s 

features)

• Spectrum frequency: 

700MHz – 60GHz

• Edge Computing (New Data 

Centres)

• NFV, SDN & C-RAN 

(Virtualization)

• FD-MIMO

• Massive carrier aggregation

• Network slicing

• mmWave for indoor use

Revolutionary level

• 4G’s EPC Core Architecture 

• Spectrum frequency: 3.5 GHz

• Up to 8x8 MIMO

• 256 QAM Modulation 

• Carrier aggregation (< 32 carriers)

LTE Advanced Pro

• Next Generation Core or 4G’s EPC Core 

Architecture

• ‘Evolution’ version of 5G NR (contains 

only some of the 5G NR’s features)

• Spectrum frequency: 3.5 GHz

• 8x8 MIMO 

• Carrier aggregation (> 32 carriers)

5G ‘Evolution’

‘Full’ 5G

Key: Source: Deloitte Analysis (2019)
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Mobile Spectrum
5G will address distinct use cases by using a wider range of frequencies than today’s mobile 
communications technologies, with the 3.5 GHz band playing a lead role

Unlicensed band 5G planned Leading band
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e > 24 GHz5 GHz2.3 GHz

IndoorOutdoor / Indoor

< 2.1 GHz

Outdoor Wi-Fi

Small and 
ultra-small cells

Macro cells

Low-middle bands – macro and medium cells to cover mostly outdoor and/ or 

low-density environments

High bands – small and ultra-small cells to 

cover mostly indoor and/ or high-density 

environments

Low frequency cells (<1 GHz)

Macro cells in low density urban and 
rural environments.

Enabler of mobile broadband and 
massive IoT (mMTC).

Millimeter wave cells (>24 GHz)

Micro markets with specific 
requirements, such as industry 4.0.

Extreme bandwidths for eMBB and 
mission-critical applications (uRLLC).

*Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) protocol guarantees the technologies’ performance when sharing spectrum, (e.g., Wi-Fi and LTE in unlicensed bands). LBT will have a key role for 5G communications in unlicensed spectrum.

< 1GHz: low bands

Longer range for 

rural, suburban and 

urban areas

1-6 GHz: middle bands

Good mixture of coverage and 

capacity

ThroughputCoverage
700

MHz

1.5

GHz

2.3

GHz

3.5

GHz

24.5 – 27.5

GHz

60

GHz

5.0 GHz 

Wi-Fi*

2.4 GHz 

Wi-Fi*

24 GHz: high bands (mmWave)

Extreme bandwidths

High frequency cells (>2.3 GHz, including 3.5 GHz)

Small cells in outdoor and indoor dense urban 
environments.

Wider bandwidths for eMBB and mission-critical 
applications (uRLLC).

Key: Source: Qualcomm (2016, 2017, 2018) | IEEE (2016) | Analysis Mason (2017) | GSA (2018)
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Methodology | Short-term Impact
This section explains the methodology followed to compute the short-term impact of 5G (2020-
2023)

General considerations

• The short-term impact was computed using an INE econometric tool – the 

Input-Output matrix, with a 2020-2023 timeframe to consider the period after 

which the Portuguese spectrum auctions take place and a short-term cycle;

• These Input-Output matrix represents the nation’s economic structure, 

organized by industries. It captures what each industry produces and what each 

industry consumes;

• The Input-Output production matrix used was the most recent one available for 

Portugal (dated of 2015);

• From this matrix, the technical coefficients matrix, 𝑨, can be computed as 

the division of each cell of intermediate domestic supply by total industry 

supply;

• The direct and indirect economic impacts of 5G investment are both 

accounted for with this formula;

The coefficient matrix must satisfy

𝑨𝒙 + 𝒚 = 𝒙

where 𝒙 is the vector of sector output and 𝒚 is the vector of final demand.

By introducing a change in the final demand, production vector will change 

according to 

𝒙 = 𝑰 − 𝑨 −𝟏𝒚

where 𝑰 is the identity matrix. 

Limitations

• This forecast has some uncertainties since the 5G investment model depends on 

fiber availability, spectrum availability and standalone vs cooperative 

approaches, among others;

• The model assumes that each industry’s sector produces the same output,

recurring to the same inputs and technologies;

• The coefficients are fixed in time, increasing the inaccuracy as the analysis 

goes further in time;

• The model, by its design, doesn’t account for economies of scale.

Other considerations

• This analysis does not take spectrum costs into consideration. Spectrum may 

represent a significant investment, which may bring additional economic 

impacts. If the 4G licensing model is followed, revenues from the 5G 

spectrum auctions would be split in the following way: 40% of proceeds to 

the regulator, and 60% to the Government. This additional Government 

revenue could be spent, boosting short-term economic activity further.
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Methodology | Long-term Impact
This section explains the methodology followed to compute the long-term impact of 5G (2020-
2035)

General considerations

• Methodology was based on the most commonly cited international studies 

regarding 5G impact, from IHS Markit and Tech4i1;

• It considered a bottom-up approach to quantify the sales enablement, 

assuming a 15-year technological cycle (2020-2035), where all 5G benefits 

have been captured by the 15th year;

• This approach estimates the 5G potential based on the impact its most relevant 

use cases will have, and encompassed 3 main steps: 1) computing the net 

benefit of 5G for these use cases; 2) estimating the output for each Portuguese 

industry in 2035, without 5G impact; 3) factoring in the 5G impact in each 

industry, to compute benefits per industry.

1) Computing the net benefit of 5G for the most relevant use cases

• 21 use cases/use case families across the three 5G services of eMBB, mMTC

and uRLLC were considered;

• Experts were asked to quantify the 5G importance for each use case, giving a 

score from 0 to 5 (0=no impact and 5=high impact of the technology in each 

use case, per each 5G service);

• To understand the net benefit of 5G, technological experts not only gave a 

rating to 5G for each use case, but repeated the exercise for 4G, since many use 

cases can be implemented via 4G (or other technologies);

• Economic literature was used to attribute a percentage of industry output to 

the net benefit of 5G per each 5G service (eMBB, mMTC, uRLLC).

2) Estimating the Portuguese industry’s output in 2035

• To arrive to output per industry in Portugal, this study considered the INE 

databases which contain output per industry from 2013 to 2017;

• A long term growth rate in output was considered to forecast the total 

output per industry in 2035, without 5G impact (considering personalized 

growth rates for each industry, due to different growth trends and other 

relevant events).

3) Factoring in the 5G impact

• The 5G-enabled output rate calculated from the expert’s inputs was applied to 

the 2035 industry output forecast, obtaining the 5G sales enablement for 

Portugal and per industry in 2035.

Limitations

• The very long term nature of the economic impact means that it relies on 

assumptions that are uncertain and subject to change;

• The sales enablement figures are calculated in a scenario where 

technological standards are defined and deployment scenarios occur in an 

optimistic timeframe;

• 5G benefits are not easily separated from the benefits of mobile 

technologies in general, since 5G will be a platform to integrate other 

technologies together;

• 5G benefits are also dependent of supporting technologies (as cloud 

computing, analytics or IoT) to deploy use cases; 5G acts as an enabler of 

better performance of these technologies.
Note: 1A comparison of the results of this study with the ones named here can be found in slide 53
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Economic Impact | Comparison with Other Studies
The impact of 5G in Portugal is expected to be higher than in Switzerland and lower than in the 
world, explained by the different outcomes throughout each countries’ industries

Wholesale and Retail is to capture the highest 5G contribution, due to its input 

for Portugal’s sales, expected to grow to 35.5% up to 2035, meaning that even 

minor 5G applications to this industry can have great impacts.

Manufacturing in Portugal has a smaller scale and relevance compared to 

the world, which justifies the lower 5G contribution. When compared to 

Switzerland, 5G contribution is higher as automotive production is more 

relevant in Portugal (9%3 in Portugal vs. 0.5%4 in Switzerland) and this is an 

area in which players have been demonstrating their interest to invest in 5G5.

Information and Communication in Portugal is expected to capture the 

lowest 5G contribution when compared to Switzerland and the world, due to 

its higher fiber penetration (~40% in Portugal vs. 20% in Switzerland6), 

implying a smaller potential to deploy solutions as Fixed Wireless Access.

Transportation and Storage Portuguese companies are expected to invest in 

advanced technologies as autonomous logistics, real-time tracking, automation 

and robotics, which will foster 5G value creation (5G will have a key role as 

these technologies can only reach its full potential with this network).

Utilities in Portugal is expected to capture the same 5G contribution as the 

world and higher than Switzerland. In Switzerland, the benefits might be 

limited since the sector is in the middle of structural reforms as liberalization 

and public owned players face very low margins damaging its ability to invest.

5G contribution for output generation | Total and for the most relevant 

industries (cumulative value in 2035)

2.2%

3.3%

9.9%

3.6%

4.5%

Wholesale & 
Retail

Manufacturing

Information & 
Communication

Transportation 
& Storage

Utilities

Switzerland1 World2Portugal

1.9% 3.4%

2.3% 4.2%

10.5% 11.5%

2.3% 5.6%

3.7% 4.5%

2.9% 2.7% 4.7%Total

Source: 1Tech4i (2019) | 2IHS (2017) | 3INE (2017) | 4Swiss Federal Statistical Office (2017) | 5Reuters (2019), Daimler (2019), Ericsson (2018) | 6OECD (2018)
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